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Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Korat and Rex  Cat Association’s Shows Sunday 18
th

 April 2010 

Many thanks to Lynda and both Associations for inviting me once again to judge both Korats and Rex plus some extra SHCS 

classes due to the flight problems.  I was ably assisted by fellow judge Ann Bond-Wonneberger who came specially to steward – 

many thanks Ann you were a great help and good company. 

 

Korat Grand Champion Male 

 

1
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 IG W/H EDWARDS’ GR. CH. KOORAHK PEE SAKORN (34) M 10/1/07 A good medium sized boy with a semi 

cobby body which felt firm and muscular.  Width between his large rounded tipped ears which are set high on the head.  Forehead 

is large and flat.  Fairly large and wide open eyes but, rather yellow colour at over 3 years of age.  Nose has a slight stop in profile 

and downward curve.  Bite level although chin falls away quite a bit.  Well developed muzzle.  Medium length close lying coat 

but felt rather sticky to the touch.  Would generally like much more silver tipping in evidence.  A noisy lad although handled OK.  

Sorry to withhold the Imperial certificate but he lacked sparkle on the day and that extra special something 

 

Korat Champion Female 
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 & GR. CH WILKINSON’S CH. THEOAKS REMOANA(34) F 27/6/07  Rather a well made female.  Nice heart shaped 

look to her head with breadth between and across the eyes.  Large, well set ears with rounded tips.  Large, flat forehead.  Nose has 

a slight stop and downward curve in profile.  Well developed muzzle.  Lovely silver tipping to her medium length, glossy and fine 

close lying coat.  Fairly large lustrous green eyes, well rounded when alert.  Medium length tail with rounded tip.   

 

Thai Lilac and Thai Blue Point Adult Female (Prov) 

 

1
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 & IC & BOB WILLIAMS-ELLISS’ THANONWANG ELVENSTAR (34c) F 10/3/07   A really lovely Thai Lilac girl with 

a super nature.  Very wriggly but certainly not difficult to judge.  She has a lovely warm pinky beige toned lilac coat with very 

good silver tipping – she really sparkles.  Large ears, set high on the head with good flare at the base.   Would like her eyes larger 

although they are of quite good green colour.  Short nose with a stop and downward curve.  Level bite and good chin.  Well 

developed muzzle and large flat forehead.  Good body shape.  Tail perhaps a fraction short of medium.   Very clear coated. 

 

Korat Premier Male 
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 & GR. PR EVANS’ GR. PR. MAIPENNRAI DOWJAI (34) MN 20/8/07  A large and noisy gentleman who nevertheless 

handled well.  Lovely large lustrous eyes of good green colour.  Level bite and quite good chin.  Clear heart shaped to his head 

viewed head on and with well set ears when he isn’t flaring them out whilst grumbling and pretending to be fierce!  Slight stop 

and downward curve to his slightly long nose.  Lovely fine texture to his short close lying coat.  Tipping more apparent on his 

legs, paws and head than on body.  Quite a long tapered tail. 

 

Korat Premier Female 

 

1
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 & GR. PR DAY’S PR. MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER (34) FN 1/6/08  A good sized girl with a nice Korat expression.  

Lovely large well set ears.  Full green eyes.  Well developed muzzle.  Large flat forehead.  Nose appeared a little straight in 

profile but does have a slight stop and downward curve.  Bite level and quite good chin.  Lovely fine texture to her short, glossy 

and close lying coat with good overall silver tipping. 

 

Korat Neuter Male 

 

1
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 & PC OZIMKOWSKI’S THEOAKS GEORGE (34) MN 20/3/09  A beautifully presented boy.  Quite good overall 

Korat expression.  Plenty of noise but handled OK.  Large ears with rounded tops, set high.  Full pale green eyes.  Nose a little 

long with some stop and downward curve.  Well developed muzzle.  Fairly short close lying coat – texture in the main good 

except it felt a little harsh on his back.  Good silver tipping on legs, paws, chest and shoulders but less so on his back.  Very long 

tapered tail. 
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Also considered for BOB 

 

EVANS’ GR. PR. MAIPENRAI DOWJAI (34) MN 20/8/07 

 

Korat Neuter Female 

 

BOB  DAY’S UK & IGP MAIPENRAI TAO PRINCESS (34) FN 9.4.04  One of my favourites.  A lovely Korat 

lady who really presents herself well.  Large lustrous eyes of good green colour.  Well set high set ears.  Good heart hape look to 

her head.  Super short close lying coat which is well tipped all over.  A delight to judge. 

Also Considered for BOB 

 

DAY’S PR. MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER (34) FN 1/6/08 

 

Thai Lilac & Thai Blue Point Neuter Male (Prov) 
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 & IC  & BOB DAY’S MAIPENRAI LILAC FOXGLOVE (34c) MN 13/5/04  A well made boy who was gentle 

and easy to handle.  Lovely coat texture, short, fine and close lying.  Good tipping on head, chest, legs and paws, not so good on 

his back.  Long tapered tail.  Good heart shape to his head when viewed from the front.  Slight stop and downward curve to nose.  

Level bite and very good firm chin.  Large, well set ears.  Well developed muzzle.  Would prefer his eyes to be larger. 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

Korat Senior Adult Male or Female 
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 WILLIAMS-ELLISS’ THANONWANG ELVENSTAR (34c) F 10/3/07 

 

2
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 CHERKAS’ GR. CH. JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (34) F 26/6/07  Lovely female and very purry.  Lovely, 

fine soft short close lying coat which has good silver tipping all over.  Clear heart shape to her head and lustrous green eyes. 

 

3
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 EDWARDS’ GR. CH. KOORAHK PEE SAKORN (34) M 10/1/07 

 

Korat Visitors Adult Male or Female 
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 CHERKAS’ GR. CH. JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (34) F 26/6/07 

 

2
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 BLACK’S MOEI LALANA (34) F 18/7/09  Young looking female who needs more time to develop.  Her head is a 

little long and narrow overall.  Coat is dark blue and lies close to the body.  Eye colour is still rather amber at the moment. 

 

Korat Limit Kitten Male or Female 
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 BLACK’S JUSARKA GINGKO (34) MN 6/9/09  A very good sized kitten with a lot to say for himself.  Good Korat 

expression.  Eye colour still changing.  Lovely fine texture to his close lying coat with tipping developing.  Short nose, slight stop 

and downward curve.  Large ears set high on the head.  Well developed muzzle. 

 

Korat Kitten over 6 months Male or Female 
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 BLACK’S JUSARKA GINGKO (34) MN 6/9/09 

 

Rex Cat Association 
 

Devon Rex Adult Female 
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 CC & BOB WARRENER’S PERIBROOK DEEDEE OFREXIRU (33a36) F 12/8/05  A dainty Black Smoke Devon 

female but of good weight and solid feel to her.  Lovely large wide apart ears, set low and with long tufts and slight muffs.  Very 
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good head type – short broad wedge, strong muzzle and high cheekbones.  Good stop to short nose.  Whisker break.  Level bite 

although teeth a little untidy.  Soft coat of quite good density and well covered with rippled waves all over including some waving 

down her legs and paws.  Tummy covered in down.   Large, oval eye shape sloping towards outer edge of ears.  Tapered tail 

which is well covered and waved fur just a little long.  Coat looked a little untidy but was better on handling. 

 

Exhibit No 101 was to be considered for BOB but unfortunately this naughty tortie made it very obvious that she had no intention 

of being considered which was a pity as she appeared of good type. 

 

Devon Rex Neuter Male 
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 & PC LOWELL’S NELSHAM SCARLET PIMPERNELL (33a36) MN 23/2/09  Large ears with good width 

between which could be a little lower in set.  Ears are very wide at the base and have tufts and slight muffs.  Short broad wedge 

and strong muzzle.  In profile the brow rounds to a flat skull.  Whisker break.  High cheekbones.  Fair stop to fairly short nose.  

Level bite although chin could be firmer.  Fairly large oval shaped eyes.     Very short coat with rippled waved and a few guard 

hairs on his lower back and top of tail.  Tail is long and tapered and the fur is short.  Tummy covered with down.  Good density to 

coat. 

  

2
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  HOOLE’S ADATESH FLAMINHOT (33a36) MN 16/4/08  Type not as good as the winner and he was very 

nervous out of his pen.  Short, dense coat which is well waved all over.  Balanced length tapered tail, some guard hairs at base.  

Large, quite well set ears.  Level bite.  Head shape a little out of balance with good width across the eyes but rather narrow at the 

muzzle giving him an unbalanced look.  High cheekbones and whisker break. 

 

Devon Rex Neuter Female 
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 PC & BOB MICAJAS VILLA MAJIC (33a36d) FN 4/8/06  Female with good head type – short broad wedge with high 

cheekbones.  Strong muzzle.   In profile the brow is well rounded to a flat skull.   Level bite although teeth rather untidy.  Very 

short nose with a good stop.  Deep chin although it falls away a little.  Very curly whiskers and eyebrows.  Quite large ears which 

would benefit from a little more width between to give a lower set.  Ears are wide at the base and have tufts and slight muffs.  

Coat is quite dense and short – a fraction longer on her tail.  Coat was a little sparse on the top of her head and around the neck.  

Waves on tail and legs. 

 

2
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  BRAMLEY’S PR. LYDFORD WHITE LILY (33a14c) FN 7/7/07  A girl with a lovely coat but the overall 

type was better on the winner.  A good sized girl.  Handled well.    Large, wide based ears with good width between.  Ears have 

tufts.   Fairly short nose.  Fair cheek bones and whisker break.  Brow rounded in profile to flat skull.  Quite good stop.  Bite 

acceptable.  Good chin although it falls away a little.  Large oval eyes with good width between them.  Short dense, soft coat of 

pure white and so well prepared.  Well waved throughout.  
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  STRETTON’S CHARNFIELD CHEECHAQUA (33a40 1) FN 30/10/08  Quite large but rather vertically set 

ears.  Fairly short rather rounded wedge.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows.   Good Devon eye shape and set – wide apart, large and 

oval in shape sloping towards edges of ears.  Level bite although teeth untidy and chin falls way.  Short, dense coat with gentle 

waving, slight amount of guard hairs on lower back.  Slight waving down tail.   Gentle temperament.   

 

4
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  EDMOND’S CHARNFIELD CHIQUI (331 27x) FN 30/10/08  A gentle (squeaky) girl!  Litter sister to the 

above and similar in appearance.  Really dense coat softly waved and well covered all over.  Head a little unbalanced.  Brow is 

rounded to flat skull.  Full cheeks.  Fair stop.  Ears could be larger and lower in set.  Ears are tufted and have slight muffs. 

Whisker break.  Level bite and good chin.  Quite large blue eyes.    Tail fur is straight.  Good size and weight and in excellent 

condition.   

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

Any Ocicat Classic Adult Male or Female 
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  BRYCE’S AMEEKA OSPREY (73 41) F 29/6/09  A girl of super weight and condition and athletic and 

graceful.  Wedge is perhaps a fraction short.  Nice square look to muzzle.  Clearly defined pattern.  Tabby “M” on forehead.  
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Facial lines. Unbroken necklaces.  Markings on top of head and to shoulders – butterfly and oysters on sides.    Short, close lying 

coat, with satiny texture and with a lustrous sheen. 

 

AV Non Breeders Kitten Male 

 

1
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  MCCONNELL’S MENARA JETHRO AUSSIE DREAM (79S 40 1) MN 23/7/09 Selkirk boy with a good 

thick, dense and wavy coat of uniform length.  Well shaped round broad head.  Round pale blue eyes.  Slight curve to nose in 

profile. 

 

AV Maiden Neuter Male or Female 
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  WELSH’S AMEEKA PIED HARRIER (73 41) FN 29/6/09 A good Classic Ocicat expression to this elegant 

female.  She is well muscled and feels heavier than she looks.  Lovely short close lying coat – sleek and lustrous and with a very 

distinct classic tabby pattern.  Good moderate wedge head.  Wells set almond shaped eyes.  Nose a fraction straight. 
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  LOWELL’S MEGGYMOO DANTES INFERNO (33 36) MN 23.3.09  A friendly Cornish boy with a lovely 

short silky coat with good density but really lacking in the required waving at the moment.  Slight evidence of some wave on his 

lower back and it is the best of all on his tail!.  Good profile.  Lovely large ears set rather high on the head.  Medium wedge.  Oval  

eyes which have the correct straight line across the top.  Hopefully if his waves improve, I am sure he will do well. 

 

AV Adolescent Neuter Male or Female 
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  HOPKINS’ IKURIKAT SATCHMO (33 36) MN 20/3/09  A lovely big lad with a super coat for texture.  He 

has good rippled waves.  Good profile.  Very long tapered tail which is also well covered and waved.  Slight muzzle pinch.   Eyes 

are oval and well set.  Large, mussel shell shaped ears set rather high on the head. 
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  LOWELL’S NELSHAM SCARLET PIMPERNELL (33a36) MN 23/2/09 

 

Any Ocicat Classic Neuter Male or Female 
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  WELSH’S AMEEKA PIED HARRIER (73 41) FN 29/6/09 

 

Club Class 

AC Devon Rex Kitten Male 
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  MAPES’ KARAKUL BEAU REGARD 

 

AC Devon Rex Adult Male or Female 
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  WARRENER’S PERIBROOK DEEDEE OFREXIRU (33a36) F 12/8/05 

 

Household Pet Section 

Pedigree Pet Section 

AC Tabby Cat (except red or tortie) of any pattern with or without white 

 

Considered for BOB only 

 

FRANKLIN’S GMC LOUIE (HP) MN 15/3/06   A lovely big and gentle boy.  Wonderful size and excellent condition.  Very 

well presented with immaculate toenails!  Handles superbly.  Short dense coat with lots of spots and no loose fur.  A lovely boy. 

 

Short Haired Cat Society 

A couple of extra classes from absent judges 

 

Club Classes 

Ocicat Club 
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Any Ocicat Adult, Kitten or Neuter 
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  BRYCE’S AMEEKA OSPREY (73 41) F 29/6/09 

2
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  HAYCOCK’S AMEEKAWILDCAT SALLY (73) FN 11/10/08 

3
RD

  PARRY’S PARADALIS BELLE TALINI (73 41b) F 7/1/10 

 

Rex Cat Club 

Cornish Rex Adult, Kitten or Neuter 
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  FORSTER’S AURORADAWN STARLITE (33 15) F 7/12/07 

2
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  FORSTER’S AURORADAWN SPARTACUS (33 15c) M 23/9/09 

3
RD

  LOWELL’S MEGGMOO DANTES INFERNO (33 36) MN 233/09 

 


